
CURTAINS + BLINDS

Measurement guide for Curtains
Measuring for your curtains is easy. All you need is a tape 

measure and maybe a step ladder. Follow this guide to measure 

your curtains width and length (drop) and if you need further 

assistance please contact us at Urban Curtains + Blinds. 

WIDTH

Measure the outside of your window including any window frame. 
Enter this as your WIDTH.

Please make sure you have calculated enough track width either 
side of the window if possible to allow room for your curtains to be 
pulled/stacked off your window (you will need about 40% extra track 
to do this). You will need to check to make sure the Track Width will 
fit your space. If not you can enter your Track Width manually. If you 
are ordering through the website this will do this for you.

NB: If you are short on space then you can have all your curtains 
stacking to one side.

LENGTH (Drop)

Measure the distance from the top of your desired track or rod 
height to the floor or your desired finished lenght. Enter this as your 
LENGTH.

NB: Having your curtains finish to the floor is the most popular 
approach and gives you a more luxurious look. However you can 
have your curtain length finish just under the window sill if you 
prefer.  

In addition: If ordering a rod your curtains will sit under it. If ordering 
a track your curtains will sit over it. We will make the deductions 
at our end. Just provide us with the desired length from where 
you want the top of your track or rod to sit to where you wish your 
curtains to finish.

POPULAR EXAMPLES OF WHERE TO PLACE YOUR 
CURTAIN TRACK OR ROD

150mm Above window frame
This is a common place to place your track or rod. There are no 
hard and fast rules for this so if you prefer you can mount your track 
higher or lower than this.

Top of the wall
If you want your curtains to appear that they are hanging from the 
ceiling then that is OK as well. Place the track at the top of the wall. 
If you are choosing a rod then leave about 10mm of room from the 
top of the ceiling to allow for the rod end caps that sit slightly higher 
than the rod.
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